Rinri Newsletter: Volume 2, Number 1
Earth Wizard's Almanac Workbook, Fifth Year of Prophecy

Even Ph.D's (Planetary Healing Doctors) must learn again. I'm here once more as a preceptor and colearner, letting you know that the time is very ripe to catch the "Discipline" thirteen-week fast track
program.The cause of this fast track program is the arrival on Earth of the 20 Tablets of the Law of
Time. It is one thing to be the galactic Fax machine that receives and down-loads whole systems of
information; it is entirely another matter to study and learn from the whole systems that have been
received and decoded, as in the 20 Tablets of the Law of Time.
Today, Red Electric Skywalker, Self-Existing Moon 6, is exactly one spin since I emerged from the 28day Time Tunnel, "Retrieving the Divine Plan" (20 Tablets Instruction Manual, p. 13). The arrival of
these20 Tablets of the Law of Time was synchronically ordered by the Rinri Project opening of the first
half of the first psi bank plate. It took another 24days to transcribe all of the information, and prepare
an initial set of Tablets for a press conference in Costa Rica. This press conference occurred on
Magnetic Warrior, exactly 91 days later (13 weeks of seven days each, seven perfect wavespells of 13
days each). The 91-day interval marking the precise commencement of the Time Tunnel, "Retrieving
the Divine Plan", and the press conference was marked by two solar flares of unusual magnitude, which
heightened the intensity of Earth's electromagnetic field by 10, 000times.
Following the press conference in Costa Rica, Bolon Ik and I set sail for Japan. For exactly 105 days,
Crystal Sun to Cosmic Serpent (Spectral Moon3-Magnetic Moon 22, Harmonic Convergence 10), we
prepared for the World Congress on the Law of Time and Judgement Day Tribunal. This six-day event
was concluded by the Day-Out-of-Time "Docking the Timeship" global telepathic meditation, and the
following New Year's morning, a calendar-change meditation and ceremony in front of the Meiji jingu,
the shrine sacred to the Emperor Meiji who introduced the Gregorian Calendar to Japan in 1873.After
the wrap-up tour of Japan, including ceremonies at Hiroshima marking the solar-galactic 52-year return
of the Bomb, and precisely on the 10thanniversary of the Harmonic Convergence, we were on Mt.
Haleakala, House of the Sun, Island of Maui, where, seven years earlier we had first applied the Law of
Time to bring forth the Dreamspell and the message of the Thirteen Moon Calendar.
The Quetzalcoatl Project had ended. The Inevitable Event had commenced. After three weeks on the
Island of Maui, we returned to the Sonoran Desert Bioregion to gather ourselves. No one but no one
can truly appreciate what this ten year cycle has been about or what it might have been like to have
been the vessels charged with the mission of the messengership of the New Time. From the point of
Josh's death, Red Crystal Moon, Self-Existing 12, 1987, it is now 10 years. That death detached us from
the things of this life. Detached from the things of this life, it was easy to give up a professional
career, and plunge into the sea-spray of the unknown, guided only by the internal law of destiny and
the magnet of the Great Divine One. Prophecy had already placed me dead-center in a wave of
exploration that followed the Harmonic Convergence. Having given up the things of this life, it was not
difficult to be propelled by the forces of the fourth dimension into time tunnels of radial power and
prophetic release.
Now back in the desert with its magical plants and colorful textures, it began to dawn on us we were
no longer in motion. The Quetzalcoatl Project was finished. Like a reward from on High, toward the
middle of the Electric Moon, most spontaneously and with little notice, my 24-year old daughter, Tara,
came back to live with me. It was exactly ten years earlier, when as a girl of fourteen, she had come
to live with me for the first time, but death truncated that opportunity. With Josh's death, I knew that
Tara had to return to her mother in Halifax, Canada. Now here she was ten years later and the
experience of living with my daughter that had been previously denied to me was now given to me as a
gift for ten years of service to prophetic messengership. What did this augur? "The human family is the
sacred order of relationship that constitutes the Universal Religion on Earth." (Instruction Manual, p.
107)
By her galactic signature, Tara is Blue Galactic Night, Kin 203. I had long been acutely aware of the
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Open Letter from the Planetary Healing Doctor

When a seed is sown, and a new tree is planted, you do not uproot the fresh start. Realizing that a
new seed was planted and within a matter of time a new plant would be emerging from within me,
caused me to radically reconsider my life and cancel a projected six-week tour of South America. Quite
simply, strategically and in every other way, the tour was not in phase with the new time. This was a
most difficult decision because I knew how much time and energy had gone into the planning, and I
also knew how high the hopes were in South America that we might be coming back for a return sixcountry tour. Nonetheless, I could not go. The new seed had already been planted.The cosmic vibratory
root which had been uprooted for ten years on behalf of prophecy's mission, was now placed in fresh
soil. "The human species itself evolves into a race of wizard people whose third-dimensional bodies take
root in a type of elementary garden culture, while forms of deep meditation and trance activity allow
the projected doubles greater and greater extension into the galactic order of universal life. Dynamics
of Time , 14.11.
Now I have been released into the deep self. The whirling days of galactic gypsyhood are over. This
galactic mission had established Latin America as the base, 1993-96, Japan as the fulcrum, 1995-97,
and was now rooting in North America to complete the capstone of prophecy knowledge of the
20Tablets of the Law of Time. Diplomatically, the calendar change was now pointed in the direction of
the Vatican and the Islamic world. But within myself another embodiment, the planetary healing doctor,
had emerged with a mission to impart to all the people of this planet the mastery of the new
knowledge. It is with this renewed mission that I return. Like you, I must systematically pore over the
20 Tablets. But I, who have been taken up the stairway to heaven, have within me an illumining light
of learning, and now I must endeavor to cast this light on all the precious sacred knowledge it has been
my privilege to receive in order that yet another world system might attain the condition of UR the
Universal Religion of Universal Recollection on Earth. As a mere human I only ask that that those who
truly wish to learn and know bear with me in forgiveness and appreciation as I follow my human path
of divine messengership.
In lak'ech, Planetary Healing Doctor, Valum Votan, "At the Portal of Knowledge"

The Thirteen Weeks and Stages of Discipline
"Earth Wizards, the gift of the resurrection of universal life on Earth is the establishment of the 64
Codons of Universal Life along with their governing UR Runes within the Sixteen Year Cube of the Law!"
(Manual, p.107)
The essence of the practice of the 20 Tablets of the Law of Time is Cubing the Codon laying the six
lines six days a week and Cubing the Codon on the seventh. Already, the first thirteen weeks of the
Creative Genesis have been established, the cosmic tree of the new order has been planted. The order
of the Dominion of Time prevails, but you must enter into it consciously in order for it to be activated
for you. The purpose of the 20 Tablets practice of Cubing the Codon is to systematize the new
knowledge of the Law of Time within you according to the program of the Thirteen Moon Calendar
Telektonon and in fulfillment of the Dreamspell Genesis, the Mayan apocalypse and resurrection.The
"Thirteen-step Teacher Training Pilot Program" (if you don't have this key document, let Mayan Stargate
know) is the opportunity to plug into the master logic board of the fourth dimension telepathically. But
it is a new learning curve, so throw away your old concepts, and empty your mind, because it is the
only way you will get activated!
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fact that her occult quartet includes: Kin 43, Blue Self-Existing Night (Charles Henry, Day-out-of -Time,
1997); White Rhythmic Mirror, Kin 58, (first of the thirteen clear signs on the Tomb, and the signature
of Pacal Votan's disincarnation); and White Planetary Mirror, Kin 218, (the signature of the opening of
Pacal Votan's tomb, Crystal17, June 15, 1952). The return of Tara precisely at the conclusion of the
Quetzalcoatl Project was a signal of a major life-change. Quite magically, Tara came back in the middle
of the Electric Moon, whose four prophecy towers are governed precisely by her occult quartet! (Kin 43,
Electric Moon Day1; Kin 58, Electric Moon Day 6; Electric Moon Day 23, Kin 203; Electric Moon Day 28,
Kin 218). Enfolded in her holon is the death and resurrection of Pacal Votan, as well as the mystic
emblem of the night-seer whose death preceded my birth by almost thirteen years. Incidentally, the
mystic date of Charles Henry's disincarnation occurs on Self-Existing 17, which this year is Kin 144,
Yellow Magnetic Seed, and is always the vinal date, "Wherewith great wisdom a seed is sown."

Discipline, Master Rune: Genesis of Way of Conduct
Self-Existing Moon
Annual Week 14, Stage 1 Codon 9, Discipline (Tablet 1, Harmonic 8)
Annual Week 15, Stage 2 Codon 57, Mind of Breath (Tablet 1, Harmonic 11)
Annual Week 16, Stage 3 Codon 53, Evolving (Tablet 5, Harmonic 44)
Overtone Moon
Annual Week 17, Stage 4 Codon 20, Wizard's Contemplation (Tablet 12, Harmonic 60)
Annual Week 18, Stage 5 Codon 12, Stabilizing (Tablet 4, Harmonic 52)
Annual Week 19, Stage 6 Codon 35, Mind Expanding (Tablet 11, Harmonic 56)
Annual Week 20, Stage 7 Codon 16, Triumph of the People (Inverse Seventh of Discipline,
Tablet 8, Harmonic 58)
Rhythmic Moon
Annual Week 21, Stage 8 Codon 51, Thunder/Arousing Being (Tablet 3, Harmonic55)
Annual Week 22, Stage 9 Codon 54, Transcending (Tablet 6, Harmonic 22)
Annual Week 23, Stage 10 Codon 34, Prayer (Tablet 10, Harmonic 6)
Annual Week 24, Stage 11 Codon 11, Dynamizing (Tablet 3, Harmonic 14)
Resonant Moon
Annual Week 25, Stage 12 Codon 5, People Together (Tablet 5, Harmonic 10)
Annual Week 26, Stage 13 Codon 9, Discipline (Tablet 1, Harmonic 8)
Match the weeks of the thirteen-step study program with the thirteen stages of Discipline.
Evolution-working harder to get smarter!
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The second thirteen-week Master Codon 9, "Discipline", weeks 14-26, 4.8-7.14, are precisely for reeducating a critical seed-group of 13:20human biomass so that it can take advantage of the "Revolution
in Time", Codon 49 sequence that spans the thirteen weeks of the third quarter of this year, 7.1510.21. What is discipline? To discipline is to become a disciple of what? Of the truth of the Law of Time.
This truth levels all human knowledge and conceit to the imperative of a new horizon and new
threshold that must be crossed, thus opening the portals of the knowledge of the science of time.
Thirteen weeks is the minimum time to imprint the new knowledge in unison with other kin round the
planet. The time is right. The disciples of the Law of Time allow themselves the discipline of mind to
learn and establish in themselves the laws and principles of evolution in action.By following the
thirteen-week sequence of "Discipline" you may arrive at a profound comprehension of the nature of
your own reality, and that of the biosphere which envelopes you. The thirteen weeks of the
"Discipline"sequence, Musical Score Side, Tablet 1, 1997-98, are coded in the following way, indicating
Tablet and bi-phasic Harmonic position:

Earth Wizard's Almanac Workbook: Getting Started

In order to facilitate your development we herein reproduce three sample pages of a suggested format
for keeping your own Earth Wizard's Almanac. Think of these three pages and this teaching as the
beginning of your Earth Wizard's Almanac Workbook. Remember: the Law of Time paces the sixteenyea revolutionary shift, or biosphere-noosphere transition. The essence of the revelation of the Sixteen
Year Telektonon is the telepathic organization of our DNA according to the correct timing frequency,
13:20 as encoded in the Thirteen Moon Calendar. The Earth Wizard's Almanac is for the purpose of
making the biosphere-noosphere transition grounded in a daily practice.When you keep your Earth
Wizard's Almanac you are the noosphere going from the cosmic unconscious to the cosmic conscious.
The heart of this activity is the mind-expanding art of coordinating different levels of celestial
harmonics. The Earth Wizard's Almanac helps you systematize this process.By merely following the
instructions you are giving your mind fourth-dimensional trainer wheels. Don't try to figure out what it
means. Just do it. The meaning is in the coordination of the patterns. Study these patterns and the
meaning will unlock according to what you need to know.
The three sample pages include a) Creative Genesis, Codon 1, Stage One, Week One; b) Discipline,
Codon Stage One, Week Fourteen (Annual); and c) Sample Blank Page for you to copy or reproduce in
whatever way.
How to read the page, list of component parts:
1. Thirteen Week Master Rune, remains constant through all thirteen Codon permutations,
upper left corner.
2. Weekly Codon, Codon number, Tablet where Codon has its Master Position, and its Biphasic Harmonic position, upper left beneath Master Rune.
3. Year slogan and Seal (optional), just beneath Codon information.
4. Dreamspell Genesis Kin, One Kin per Moon, 208 kin per 208 Moons= 16 years, left side
beneath year information. See Manual, "Chronograph, "pp.93-95.
5. Codon title and Master Rune title. Top of page. Codon title changes weekly, Master Rune
title remains constant. Beneath the title is the following information:
6. Stage of Codon permutation; Moon and Weekly code; Weekly Rune/Codon title and
break-down according to a) two triplets, and b) three binary letters. (Find the weekly
Codon in the Book of Universal Life according to its Master Tablet Position and study its
parts). Beneath the Codon information across the top of the page are five orders of
information which coordinate the levels of play and celestial harmonics; In descending order
these levels are:
7. PCU. Rinri Project, psi chrono units. This connects you to your daily Rinri Project activity,
sending or receiving the magnet, visualizing the human and planet holon correspondences,
tracking the Overtone Chromatics, annual psi plate and its Codons, etc.
8. Daily Kin of the 260-kin galactic spin coordinated according to Thirteen Moons. Check
your annual Thirteen Moon Calendar for this information.Draw the seal and tone yourself!!!
9. Solar biotelepathic strand information, Strand number and day number. (See page 90, 20
Tablets Instruction Manual); these are the 23-daycollective biorhythmic cycles now
coordinated consciously according to Thirteen Moons 13:20 frequency. Use these to chart
your own emotional activity.
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The essence of the new discipline of the Law of Time is the Earth Wizard's Almanac. By each person
keeping his or her own personal Earth Wizard's Almanac, each person has the opportunity to apprentice
themselves to the Law of Time and become a true disciple of the Law of Time, an Earth Wizard in the
making.

10. Laying the Line, "Seven Days of Creation." See "Musical Score" Side, Tablet 1, also
Manual, page 99, for visualization instructions, "Cubing the Codon."

12. Bi-phasic Codon. Every four kin, red-yellow sequence, creates one Harmonic in the
Book of Kin. Each Harmonic except the 33rd is coded with a Codon. These are the Bi-phasic
Codons that are constant and regulate the movement of the fourth-dimensional Tzolkin in
relation to the Thirteen Moon Calendar. Use the Codon Coda back side Book of Universal
Life to pace the Bi-phasic Harmonic Codons; draw the Codon and its Rune, find its title,
and Rune slogan. These provide additional or back up information for the weekly Codon,
e.g. in the example of the Discipline Codon 9, the first two days are grounded in Bi-phasic
Codon 7, Power of the People. In other words, in this instance, Discipline is how the People
attain their Power.
13. Dreamspell Harmonic. According to the Dreamspell Book of Kin, write the Harmonic
Number and title that accords with the Bi-phasic Codon.This information should correlate
with the Day Kin, component 8, above.
According to the 20 Tablets, the Sixteen Year Telektonon is to the I Ching what the Dreamspell is to
the Mayan Calendar: a new dispensation based on the purely mathematical principles underlying the
system. If you have never worked with the I Ching, it is strongly recommended that you begin with the
Wilhelm/Baynes, Princeton University Press edition of the I Ching. This is still the classic translation
which includes all the critical historical appendices or "Ten Wings." This edition is divided into three
parts. 1. The text and commentary; 2. the historical appendices; and 3.the text, same as part I, but
with all the traditional commentaries to the interpretation of the 64 hexagrams. There are numerous
more recent editions and translations, but we recommend you read and study the middle section of the
Wilhelm/Baynes edition.
In your daily tracking, you may find the hexagram corresponding to the Codon, and follow it line for
line using Part 3 of the Wilhelm/Baynes text, reading only the commentary in bold face. All editions of
the I Ching are tainted to some degree with unconscious 12:60 biases of all kinds, which is why the 20
Tablets genuinely constitute a new dispensation of the I Ching, which is clearly, far more than an
Oracle. In this regard it is also most important that you study Prophecy Tablet Four, Manual, pp. 86-90;
"Side Two:How to read the Musical Score, " Manual, pp. 96-101; and for continuous study on the
nature and meaning of the Codons in the new dispensation, always have your Book of Universal Life
available and read again and again the corresponding section in the Manual, "The 64 UR Rune and
Codon Keys to the Book of Universal Life, " pp. 102-130. In future issues of this Newsletter we will
continue to amplify on the themes of the One final note on Rune colors. Because the first edition of the
20 Tablets was in black and white, we omitted indicating the different colors of the Runes. According to
Rune Strand (see Prophecy Tablet 4), the Runes bear the following color sequence:
Strand
Strand
Strand
Strand
Strand
Strand
Strand
Strand

One, Way of the Tree (Cosmic Creation): RED
Two, Way of Conduct: SKY BLUE
Three, Way of Wielding Power: ORANGE
Four, Way of the Transcendent Fourth: EMERALD GREEN
Five, Way of the Irresistible Fifth: DEEP FOREST GREEN
Six, Way of Dynamic Construction: INDIGO BLUE
Seven, Way of the Telepath: DEEP PURPLE
Eight, Way of the Galactic Octave: VIOLET

This means that for the next thirteen weeks when you visualize the Codon Cubed, since Codon 9,
Discipline is from strand two, the Rune in the center will be sky blue and emanating a luminous healing
sky blue light in all directions. Remember also, when you Cube the Codon that you are telepathically
bonding with the DNA structure which that particular Codon represents. In future issues we will discuss
deeper aspects of the DNA structures in relation to the Codons.
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11. Weekly day of the Moon and where relevant Cube position, including Codon Cube
cosmology. The Cube cosmology remains constant every week.

"Gather Ye Star Bundles While You May"
Today, Self-Existing Moon 7, marks the date of the first Star Bundle gathering of every year. There are
four such Star Bundle gatherings a year. These always occur on the last day of the fourth, eighth,
twelfth and sixteenth biotelepathic strands and coordinate the quarters of the solar-galactic year. The
fourth, eighth, twelfth and sixteenth biotelepathic strands have only 22 days instead of 23. NOTE: the
text, p.90, "Dates of Star Bundle gathering" should be corrected to read:

The "Star Bundle" consists of the thirteen leaves of your Earth Wizard's Almanac that mark the thirteen
stages of a given Master Rune-Codon sequence. They are called Star Bundles because their telepathic
realm of activity occurs in the fourth-dimensional Star Quadrants. According to the Riddle of the Stone
"Four Star Quadrants define the map." "The Four Star Quadrants are the archetypal crystalline
structures that inform the planetary memory bank with the codes governing all of life on planet Earth."
(See Manual, p. 84, "Four Star Quadrants.") This means that the patterns you are connecting on your
Almanac pages and in your own mind in relation to the planet holon are actually tracing and resonating
in real time the archetypal patterns encoded in the psi bank, both in the Earth's electromagnetic field
and within the crystal core. By following this process the archetypal structures are "awakening, " and in
their awakening slowly arises the presence of the Planetary Manitou, the collective soul structure of
Earth as a living being.
Discipline occurs in the White Northern Quarter of the Red Eastern Star Quadrant. Locate its Master UR
Rune position in the Map of the Four Star Crystals, study this map and other related information,
Prophecy Tablet Four. When a Star Bundle is gathered it increases the power of the psi bank.As long as
one Star Bundle was gathered for the first quarter, the first Star Bundle in the psi bank has been
activated. Locate the first Star Bundle Master UR Rune in the Map of the Four Star Crystals in relation
to the Discipline Rune. The more Star Bundles that are gathered each quarter, the more intense the psi
bank activation. Once you have gathered the thirteen leaves of the quarter, set them aside and make
them available for study over the year.Copy any relevant information that is useful for you in more
permanent form. Integrate what you learn. Do not be afraid of making mistakes in your Almanac pages.
After the fourth Star Bundle gathering, on the Day-Out-of-Time, all four of your Star Bundles will be
offered without regrets to a ceremonial fire of soul-purification in honor of non-ego and the awakening
of the Planetary Manitou. Remember, the real information is within you; the Almanac is just the record
of your internal process. To integrate what you know and to be free of books and learning is the
ultimate goal!
As you can see by this Newsletter, we have made a quantum jump into the Dominion of Time. The
mandate for staying in tune is "learn!"And there is everything old to unlearn and everything new to
learn. That is why Home School is the life-style program of the New Time. We are all learners together
in the awakening of cosmic consciousness. In the next issue we will feature the topics of: Synchronic
Phenomenology; Getting Cubed and Cubed again; and Looking Forward to Your Whole Earth Dome for
Telepathic Tracking and Sensory Expansion.
Dedicated in perseverance of the faith to the valiant planetary kin of
South America who continue to hold the light high.
See you in the playing fields of the psi bank!
Valum Votan and Bolon Ik, Preceptor and Co-learners
Rinri Project, Invisible College
Self-Existing Moon 7, Cube 1
Kin 134, White Self-existing Wizard, Magic Turtle Day
Gateway Root Center, Planet and Human Holons
Psi Chrono Unit, Kin 56, Yellow Self-existing Warrior
Psi Bank Plate Two, North sends Yellow Magnet, South receives
Cubing of Codon 1, Creative Genesis, Tablet 1, 1997-98
Completion of thirteenth stage, Creative Genesis
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"Dates of Star Bundle gathering: 4.7, 7.14, 10.21, 13.28.
Day-Out-of-Time, gathering of all four offerings."
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Time Generates Tree
Solar Biotelepathic Strand 4.22
Gather First Star Bundle
Red Eastern Quarter, Red Eastern Quarter Eastern Star Quadrant
Harmonic 34, Rhythmic Output
Bi-Phasic Codon 7, Power of the People "Tree of Time Turns the Earth"
"Today is the Best Day, Now is the Best Opportunity"
Fifth Year of Prophecy, Victory Releases
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